Two targets are fixed facing each other at a distance of about 20-25 metres apart. The targets are made of soft wood 45 cm long and 8 cm wide chopped flat. Each player gets to throw a pair of soksom at the target and fetches two points on hitting it while the one which lands nearest to the target is measured by using three fingers (hence, the name soksom or three fingers) which fetches one point. The player should hold the long soksom just below the middle and then it is thrown at the target with the strength required to reach the other end.

The sharp shooter who manages to hit both soksoms at the target secures four points. This is a race to 25 points and the team securing the first 25 points wins the game. Initially, they would bet for coins during the olden days, money or the losers would have to bring enough packed lunch the next day for the winners as well. The sharp end after it hits the target is no longer sharp so a new end is sharpened at the same place. This process goes on until the whole soksom gets shortened by almost half, thereby another bamboo or a thin branch is cut out to make a new one.

2.2.4. Jigdum

*Jigdum* is also a game played mostly by the cow herders in the woods during their free time especially by young boys. The main instrument in this game is a short javelin about 45 cm long pointed at both ends. There is a shorter branch, also pointed, in the middle. The targets are placed at a distance of about 35 metres apart. The target is also made out of soft wood which is about 60 cm long and 4 cm broad with the surface of the target basically smoothened.

A player holds the longer branch of the jigdum in his hand and throws it at the target so that it spins like the Australian Boomerang and hit the target with a pointed end.

The points are simply calculated. The players are allowed a pair of jigdum each and each hit at the target fetches two points while the nearest one is measured by a span (outstretched middle finger and thumb) which secures one point. The measuring of points differs depending on the players from place to place. The other system of measuring the point is using the length of the jigdum itself. It is a race to 25 points and whoever scores it first wins the game. This is played by two or more players and the bets are simply to bring enough lunch for the next day by the losers. Sometimes they would play for wine, but at times the loser is required to go and round up the cattle scattered across the pasture.

2.2.5. Wrestling

The Bhutanese version of wrestling is known as *keshe* (means holding by waist or two opponents wrestling by grabbing each other’s belt). Over time, the pronunciation of word has changed from Kay shay to Kishi. This wrestling is held between two adult or young adult men to show their strength over one another while at the same time earning respect in their region. Sometimes the young people would showcase their power of strength over another to impress the women they like.

This is a game played mostly by villagers in the remote areas in Bhutan. In former times wrestling used to be a practice among the members of the service corps in the royal court or among the apprentices in the monastery. In some places wrestling is mainly conducted on the evening of Karmai Nyarub festival.

Two persons grip one another firmly about the waist, each holding onto the other’s kera (belt) and trying to throw the other to the ground. This game requires strength, agility and balance. Without good balance, one’s strength can also be a disadvantage.

In the early days there was no particular occasion or special time to hold this kind of contest. It was a call-on game by one person to the other over different reasons such as provocations or for fun. Today, strong men from all over the country are gathered together for kyeshe competition in Thimphu during the celebrations for national day and for the birth anniversary of the reigning monarch.

2.2.6. Dice Game

The dice game (*sho tse*) is an indoor game with its origins in Tibet. It is believed that early traders from Bhutan who went to Tibet for business brought the game back with them. It is played mostly by middle aged men in Bhutan. The game can be played between